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Danis Field House dedication today
Benefactors to attend tour, ribbon cutting ceremony

Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
t. Louis U. High administrators, alumni donors, students and student-athletes, and community partners will congregate outside the Danis Field House for
a ribbon-cutting ceremony and dedication
of the new facility, the most recent installment of the Vision 2000 (V2K) plan.
	The ceremony, held this evening at 5
p.m., marks the long-awaited official completion of the Field House, on which SLUH
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began construction in April 2008.
	President David Laughlin described the
dedication as an opportunity to celebrate
the Danis Field House and to thank those
benefactors who made it possible.
“Any time you improve your facilities in
such a way that it’s going to provide things
for students in meaningful ways, that all of
that happens only with the generosity of
our benefactors, it’s appropriate to celebrate
those milestones and say thank you,” Laughlin said.

Laughlin, Robyn Pilliod of the Advancement Office, and Director of Facilities Joe
Rankin have met weekly for the last three
months to plan this event.
	Everyone who contributed to V2K received an invitation, as well as SLUH’s Board
of Trustees and a number of community
and civic entities. The community and civic
entities invited, who include the city of St.
Louis, the Science Center, Compton-Drew,
St. Louis Community College, and Forest

see FIELD HOUSE, 12

In-depth

A Day for Remembering

Sinkhole
struggles

photo by Mr. Matt Sciuto

-When it will be repaired
-What makes a sinkhole
-SLUH’s history with holes

Matt Bettonville
Editor in Chief
ince the first excavations and geological evaluations conducted in the Vision 2000 (V2K) project, sinkholes have
plagued the developing southwest side of
the Backer Memorial campus. Although
geotechnical tests have proved inconclusive on the cause of the sinkhole problems,
many factors in the campus’ underground
structure and history could contribute, including the natural groundwater gradient,
undocumented mine shafts beneath the
area, and decomposition from past construction and flooding.
Director of Facilities Joe Rankin said
that Byrne and Jones Construction, the
contractor that St. Louis U. High has hired,
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St. Louis Archbishop Robert Carlson offers the sophomore class Mass Friday in the Student Chapel. The
Mass was dedicated to the memory of classmates Jacob Ritz and Brendan Langford, see article, pg. 2.

see SINKING, 11
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Administrative forum talks Zimbra, Follies
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Patrick O’Leary
Core Staff
he administration held a forum yesterday led by Principal John Moran
and Assistant Principal for Student Affairs
Brock Kesterson. Assistant Principal for
Diversity Robert Evans, Assistant Principal for Misson Jim Linhares, and Assistant
Principal for Academics Tom Becvar were
also in attendance.
	The forum began with a question about
who would be managing Senior Follies this
year.
	Moran responded by assuring the fourteen student attendees that “there will be a
Senior Follies.” He said that it should not be
too hard to find a moderator in time because
most of the work on the Follies does not
happen until after March anyway.
“We have the background structure in
place,” said Moran. Moran also said that
theater director Joe Schulte would be very
involved with the production as usual.
	Another student asked about the situation with the supposed sinkhole in the parking
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lot.

“We have a hole in the parking lot,”
said Moran. He said that he is not sure if
the hole is a sinkhole or if the depression
in Drury Plaza is related but “both of those
issues are getting daily attention.” He said
that the school will have to see how much
insurance will cover and then perform tests
to find out more.
Kesterson was then asked why the punishment for a second offense of being caught
with a phone in class was heightened.
Kesterson said, “The idea of jugs in
general seemed to be watered down.” So,
he was “trying to find ways to deter (the
behavior).” He said that it has been one
month and there are no repeat offenses. He
hopes that it will stay this way.
	Possibly the largest topic at the forum
was freshmen giving tours at Open House
on Nov. 1. Moran was asked if freshmen
would be giving tours and if there would be
any changes to their training.
	Moran said, “I think freshmen make
great representatives,” especially because
they better remember what it was like to be

in eighth grade looking towards high school.
Moran said that he would be working with
Director of Admissions Craig Hannick to
decide how to help freshman tour guides,
and that quite possibly there will be extra
training for freshmen while older students
will keep the same amount of training for
tours.
	Moran stressed that it’s the students
that are St. Louis U. High. He said that it’s
not about the building; it’s about the community. He sees this community as SLUH’s
best selling point.
	One attendee suggested matching the
prospective students with tour guides. Moran
said that this would be ideal but difficult in
execution.
	Moran also addressed changes in the
tour route from past years, noting that the
admissions video, given out in the past in
folders, will now be shown in the theater
before the tour. He said the Danis Fieldhouse
will be included at the end of the tour, with
the tour terminating in the Commons, or old
gym, as usual.

see ADMIN FORUM, 15

Sophomore Mass remembers classmates
Conor Gearin, Danny Meehan
Core Staff, Reporter
he sophomore class joined together
last Friday to remember their classmates who died in the tragic plane crash of
June 26 by holding Mass in the main chapel. St. Louis Archbishop Robert Carlson
celebrated the Mass, which was followed
by a reception in the Student Commons
during third period for the class and the
families of the victims that took place.
“I felt very blessed to be invited by
the administration and SLUH to be part of
(the Mass),” said Carlson. “I was delighted
to accept the invitation of the sophomore
class, and I was very proud of them, from
the readings they provided to the care of the
families, to the support that they offered the
families after Mass at the reception.”
“It was a great way to celebrate the lives
of Jacob and Brendan, and to be thankful
for the fact that we still have Josh Beckerle
with us,” said sophomore Sam Knesel. “It is
important not to mourn, but rather to celebrate
their lives and know that they will still be
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with us forever.”
Josh Beckerle, who was injured in the
crash, said, “I thought it was a beautiful Mass,
and I really enjoyed seeing
the families of
Jake and Brendan for the first
time since the
crash.”
Before the
Mass, Carlson
met with the
extended famiSophomores sing at Friday’s Mass. lies of Jacob
Ritz and Brendan Langford in the Ignatian
Conference Room.
“They are families of great faith,” said
Carlson. “When you are dealing with people
of great faith, you are dealing with very
special people.”
	Carlson’s homily centered on celebrating life and the call to eternal life.
“It was a very moving Mass, and it was
good for the kids and the parents of the victims
photo by Mr. Matt Sciuto

to see each other and console each other,”
said sophomore class pastoral representative
Jimmy Griffard.
	Sophomore Matt Lickenbrock said the
tone of the Mass was peaceful. “It was emotional, but it’s been a while (since June) …
most of the tragedy is behind us,” he said.
	Most sophomores felt that the Mass
helped in coming to terms with the tragedy
and resolving their emotions.
	Brendan’s younger sister, Brianna Langford said, “I thought that it was amazing that
the Archbishop took the time out of his day
to be there with us. My brother and dad are
probably celebrating in heaven because the
Archbishop said a Mass for them. I would
like to thank him so much. I would also like
to thank all of the SLUH boys for caring so
much about my family. Thank you so much
for being there for all of us.”
“I thought (the sophomores) were very
attentive to their friends and parents of their
former classmates,” said Carlson. “The
sophomore class should be very proud of
what they accomplished.”
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Hellwig, ‘11, responds to McCarthy’s letter

To the editors:

Last week, Mrs. McCarthy called for us to rally around five key
issues with the hope of unifying our student body in the process.
While I think that this is a very noble calling, I am worried that she
was not clear enough in her description on how we should rally
around those issues.
	The fact of the matter is that in our community there are people
who are pro-choice and there are people that are pro-life; there are
people who are homosexual and there are people who are homophobic; and there are people who are for fetal stem cell research and
there are people who are against it. With such a diverse community,
we have to be careful that the way we act does not alienate people
in our community.
However, if done in the correct manner, our actions in response
to these contentious issues can allow us to rise above our differences in opinion and work together. One key way of doing this is
by expanding our focus. Instead of launching a narrow attack on an
issue and its supporters, we should try to defeat it through indirect
methods that target the causes of the problem. Even though this
approach may be more subtle and the short-term effects harder to
see, it garners more widespread support and is ultimately more effective.

For example, instead of electing legislators who cannot do
much to make abortion illegal and are merely going to be a thorn
in the side of the pro-choice politicians, we can elect leaders who
are actually going to help end abortion by reducing poverty and
sexism in our society and providing more services for pregnant
women and single mothers. We can call on our representatives to
pass bills, like the Pregnant Women Support Act, that help reduce
the demand for abortion. In our own community, through CSP, we
can help those who are in poverty and tutor children to help keep
them from sinking into poverty later in life. As we proceed through
life, we can keep ourselves from using women and putting them in
a situation where they are more motivated to have an abortion. The
banning of abortion is going to be a long and drawn-out process, and
even if it is banned, there are still going to be abortions. However,
we have the tools necessary to root out its causes. Working towards
these ends is a goal on which we can all agree.
	Similarly, instead of voting for people who are going to strike
down any bill that gives homosexuals more rights, we can ensure
that they receive every civil right that heterosexuals receive even
if we do not promote homosexual marriage. We can discourage
the use of words like “gay” as derogatory terms and help extend to
them the dignity that they are currently denied, keeping this emo-

see HELLWIG, 15

Movie Review
The Informant!: satirical but challenging
Michael Blair
Film Critic
ften when I’m watching movies,
especially the ones most filled with
symbols and motifs and Oedipus complexes and the like, the visage of Mr. Moran will appear in the back of my brain and
softly encourage me to “hover deftly over
the material, Michael.” But sometimes, I’ll
admit, I’m not all that interested in making
such nimble and intelligent implications. I
just want to chew some popcorn and slip
into some classic Hollywood escapism.
	But let’s face it: there’s a big difference
between Star Wars and Transformers 2. And
as the rift between the intelligent and the profitable grows more and more pronounced, I’m
finding myself increasingly more inclined
to throw my bucks at something I haven’t
heard of than something I have. And hey,
independent film promises to operate on
financial principle too: the more you put in,
the more you get out.
In this way, Steven Soderbergh’s The
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Informant! is an expensive endeavor—as intellectually draining as anything that twisted
Moran could ever produce. I did my best to
move responsibly through it all: its soft yellow lighting, its sardonic undertones, or the
way our corn-syrup selling protagonist Mark
Whitacre (Matt Damon) itches his toupee.
But sometimes it got a little tiring.
	Soderbergh, as the New York Times’
A.O. Scott would suggest, is the kind of
guy that makes his own rules just so he can
break them. On the one hand, he might be
today’s most interesting “auteur.” He’s served
as the director, editor and cinematographer
of his last seven films, and has made them
with enough cinematic flare and consistency
to be considered among peers like Quentin
Tarantino and Paul Thomas Anderson as the
best of a new crop of filmmakers.
	But what sets Soderbergh apart from
someone like Tarantino? It’s his frequent
willingness to break his own rules—to direct
the Ocean’s movies with style and humor and
then opt to make a four-hour epic on the life

of Che Guevara.
	Yet, despite his convention-breaking
style, there may be such a thing as a “Soderbergh film.”It’s one that’s tough to
swallow—cinematically significant but also
titular and often frustrating. The Informant!,
for instance, moves from two acts of pitchperfect satire to a third act of tragedy.
It’s a wildly fun ride as the biochemist
turned FBI tattletale Whitacre ruminates on
why polar bears cover their eyes, or why
indoor pools are attractive. Damon plays the
mustached Whitacre with boyish enthusiasm
and vulnerability as he ineptly deals with FBI
agents in an attempt to stop the fraud taking
place at his corn-syrup business.
But then, all of a sudden, the film pivots
on a dime—straight from satire to irony,
from comedy to drama in classic Bonnie
and Clyde form. Lies topple on lies as the
“whole” story we haven’t seen converges.
	Thematically, too, The Informant! ranges
from fiery tracking shots to a straight-fisted

see INFORMANT!, 12
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Director James Gunn, ‘84, Classroom
observers
visits film classes
part of new
F
IC policy
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Eric Lewis
Core Staff
ilmmaker, author, musician, actor,
and St. Louis U. High alumnus James
Gunn, ’84, visited SLUH on Monday to
talk to film teacher Mark Cummings’ seventh period Film Genres class about his
career and the entertainment industry.
	The class spent much of last week watching the 2006 horror comedy Slither, which
Gunn wrote and directed, in preparation.
Cummings allowed several students who
were not members of his class to attend on
the condition that they were either fans or
people interested in entering the film industry.
Topics of discussion ranged from Gunn’s
artistic influences and time at SLUH, to his
career and the project on which he is cur-

rently working, a superhero comedy entitled
Super, starring Rainn Wilson, Ellen Paige,
and Liv Tyler.
	Gunn grew up during the golden age
of exploitation and B-movies, the ‘70s, and
these movies influenced his later work. In
fact, while completing graduate school at
Columbia University in New York in 1995,
he worked for Troma Entertainment, the
company that produced many of those same
movies. It was Arthur Penn’s 1967 film, Bonnie and Clyde which had the most influence
on a young Gunn, however.
“(It) is actually one of the most influential movies for me in the world,” he told
the students. “I saw Bonnie and Clyde when
I was about eight years old on TV with my
dad, and the end changed my life really in

see GUNN SHOW, 12

International Soccer Club
draws huge following
Nate Heagney
Reporter
ou may have noticed a large number
of soccer jerseys around the halls
lately. This latest fashion trend can be
attributed to the new International Soccer Club. Started by Director of Security
Charlie Clark last summer, the club hopes
to be a way for students to connect and
enjoy the worldwide sport of soccer. The
club’s plans include watching games in the
Commons and wearing jerseys supporting
international teams.
When asked why he started the club,
Clark responded, “I noticed there was a huge
interest by kids who didn’t play soccer in
international soccer. I saw kids who didn’t
play wearing jerseys, so I decided to see
how things went at the Activities Fair and
go from there.”
	The idea for the club is to have each
member pick a team, and then support that
team no matter how the team does on the field.
Every Thursday, club members will wear
jerseys or other apparel in support of their
respective team; once a month during the fall
and twice a month during the spring all the
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members will
gather to watch a
game together in
the Commons.
	As Clark
described it,
each viewing
will be hosted by
a certain team’s
group of supporters (for example, the first
game will be
Senior Kevin Blackburn (center)
hosted by the and others order jerseys en masse
Liverpool fac- yesterday through the International Soccer Club.
tion of the club).
Those team members will give an overview
of the game about to be seen, provide refreshments and perform some cheers and chants
from their respective club.
	Clark also plans to put information
about the club on a bulletin board near his
office, as well as information about where
to watch the soccer games. “Every English
Premier League game is on TV, but kids just
don’t know what channels they are on.” said

see INT’L SOCCER, 15

Luke Chellis
Core Staff
tudents can expect to see an increase
in sporadic guests in their classrooms
as the result of a new Instructional Council (IC) policy of peer-to-peer faculty observation. Every St. Louis U. High faculty
member is required to visit two randomlyassigned classrooms this academic year,
one inside his or her department and one
outside.
	According to a statement composed by
the IC, these observations will take place
in conjunction with but not as replacement
for the typical faculty evaluations. Rather
than being a critical report on performance,
the newly-instituted observations “should
promote learning for both the observed and
for the observer, should build relationships
among colleagues, should encourage a diversity of teaching styles and techniques, should
invite self-reflection, and in so doing should
ultimately improve our students’ academic
experience,” the statement says.
“The focus is on assistance rather than
evaluation,” said Assistant Principal for
Mission Jim Linhares. “We want to bring a
culture at SLUH of collaboration. Observations can really serve that.”
	As outlined in the Peer-To-Peer Teacher
Class Visit Form, each observation, scheduled by mutual agreement, consists of an
observer studying the observed’s teaching for
one class period followed by an appointment
between the two to discuss and reflect over
notes, insights, perspectives, suggestions,
and questions from the class. After this, the
report documenting these two stages is signed
by the the visited teacher’s department and
given to that teacher for review. No copy of
the report ever reaches the administration,
although the department chairs are expected
inform Linhares of the completion of these
tasks.
“The theory behind it is very simple,”
said Linhares. “We’re going to be a better
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Footballbills declaw Wolverines, 31-7
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Daniel Schmidt
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High Jr. Bills (2-2) appear to have righted their ship, as they
declawed the Vashon Wolverines (1-3)
last Friday night in front of a small and
noticeably Blue Crew-less crowd 31-7.
The Jr. Bills dominated all aspects of the
game as the offense went off for 373 total
yards while the defense gave up only one
touchdown and notched seven sacks.
	Sophomore quarterback Trevor McDonagh played well and seems to have found
his groove as he completed 9 of 16 passes
for four touchdowns and 220 yards, while
getting sacked zero times.
“The O-line played a lot better this
week,” said McDonagh. “They really stepped
it up.”
 	The Stonecoldbills came out fast and
furious, striking first on a 23-yard field goal
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by senior kicker Andrew Meyer.  The Wolverines were nearly successful in answering,
but an apparent touchdown was called back
because of an illegal forward pass.
	SLUH made the most of the Vashon
miscue as McDonagh led the Duckbills on
an 80-yard drive highlighted by senior wide
receiver Bill Weiss’s first catch of the year,
which went for a key first down.
	To cap the drive McDonagh found his
favorite target, sophomore wide receiver
Mitch Klug, who made a nice snag in the
back of the end zone for the first touchdown
of the game.
The teams exchanged punts until senior
linebacker Collum Magee picked off Vashon
quarterback Derrick Fowles for the second
time and returned the ball to the Wolverines
47-yard line.
	Two plays later SLUH ran their patented
bubble screen pass to junior Lan Sansone

Photo Courtesy of Brad Hoffmeister
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Brysan Duvall dances by an FHN defender.

halftime.
	The Futbolbills started the second half
refreshed, receiving multiple scoring chances

Lan Sansone jukes on his way to 137 yards.

place
Next meet: Rim Rock Invitational 9/26, Ed
White Warrior Inv. 9/25
B Soccer
Record: 3-1-1
Last game: 4-0 win vs. St. Dominic
Key player: Sophomore Ryan Merrifield,
2 goals
Next game: at Duchesne 9/29

see GRIDIRON, 13

from corners and throw-ins. Oppland capitalized on the chances netted his second goal
of the night. The Jr. Bills had a 3-0 lead with
25 minutes to play.
The Knights did not manage their first
shot until the last quarter of the game. SLUH’s
only blemish came when the Knights scored
a goal on their second shot, a ball punted by
their goalkeeper. But SLUH held on to win
3-1.
“Our five or six defenders have done a
solid job. Our defense is right where we want
it to be,” head coach Charlie Martel said.
	On Saturday, SLUH traveled to St.
Charles to play against St. Dominic. Up
against three star players from St. Dominic
and hoping for another title, the game was

JV Sports Updates

JV Soccer
Record: 4-1-1
Last game: 1-1 tie vs. CBC at CBC Tourney
Key player: Junior Alex Kuhlman, gametying goal
Next game: vs. CBC 10/2
JV XC
Last meet: Enke Invitational, 1st place
Key runner: Senior Padrick Mulligan, 6th

Photo Courtesy of Dr. Rick Kuebel

who took the rock to the house for a 53-yard
touchdown and a 17-0 lead.
	After the defense forced two more punts
from the Wolverines, McDonagh again
found Klug on the fade route. Klug made his
weekly leap to the attic for the score.  That
play concluded the half as the Cya!bills went
into the locker room with a 24-0 lead.

Soccer enjoys undefeated week
Jacob Born
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High Jr. Bills had a
busy week, playing five games in nine
days. The Soccerbills beat Francis Howell North, St. Dominic, Kirkwood and St.
Mary’s 3-1, 4-0, 6-0, and 4-1, respectively.
	The week started off with the home
opener against Francis Howell North last
Thursday. The Jr. Bills proved their readiness
early in the game with a goal by junior Richie
Hoffmann. The Heretowinbills followed up
with terrific passing and kept up the pressure
for the rest of the half. The Knights broke
down again off of a shot from senior Zach
Oppland, giving the Jr. Bills a 2-0 lead into
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see FUTBOL, 13

JV Football
Record: 1-2-1
Last game: 14-0 loss vs. Webster Groves
Key player: sophomore safety Daniel Tlapek,
interception and fumble recovery
Next game: vs. CBC, 9/24
Compiled by Ryan Bothmann, Joe Jedlicka,
Eric Mueth, Tim Coleman
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Sports
Cross Country finishes 2nd to Parkway West
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Will Bufe
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High cross country
team had another week of solid performances that displayed the depth and
power of which the squad is so proud.
	After an outstanding performance at the
Forest Park Cross Country Festival, coach
Jim Linhares decided to hold out the top
seven last week in order to give them another
week to prepare for tomorrow’s race at Rim
Rock Farm in Lawrence, Kansas. This move
allowed SLUH to display the depth that has
become one of the hallmarks of the cross
country program.
Last Thursday, the second seven headed
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west to the Parkway Central Invitational to
face off against eleven area teams, finishing
behind only Parkway West.
	Coming into the race, junior Riley
Konzen made a plan of exactly what he
wanted to do: “With Rim Rock on the line,
I had to go out and show everyone that I
deserved to be there, and I wasn’t going to
let anyone or anything stop me,” he said.
Konzen certainly followed through,
leading the field for SLUH by finishing 11th
with an impressive time of 17:20.
Konzen was followed closely by sophomore Nathan Rubbelke, junior Joe Meyer,
and sophomore Michael McLaughlin, whose
success built off of SLUH’s philosophy of

pack running. Not far behind were junior Alan
Raterman and sophomore Tyler Gardner.
	Shortly after passing the two-mile mark,
sophomore Joe Esswein was pushed over
by an opposing runner in a rare instance of
intense physical contact. The incident slowed
Esswein’s race down as he rounded up the
U. High’s second seven. But overall, it was
still a very successful day, as six of SLUH’s
racers medaled in a race against some very
respectable competition.
“Second place isn’t bad for that meet,”
remarked Konzen.
	On Saturday, members of SLUH’s third
seven represented the team in the Enke In

RB: What is different about this team when
you compare it to last year’s teams and teams
of the past?

RB: Who are some of the players that have
been big for you this year?

see RUN FORREST, 14

Conversation of the Week
Dominic Hewitt, senior soccer captain
Rob Bertucci
Sports Editor

I took a walk yesterday with Dominic Hewitt,
SLUH’s senior soccer captain.
Rob Bertucci: Hi, Dom, ready to go?
Dominic Hewitt: Yeah, let’s get started.
RB: Coming into this year, a bunch of people
thought you would not be as good as last
year’s team. What was your mindset as a
team going into the start of the season?

DH: There are more underclassmen this
year. We are also not as big as teams have
been in the past, and our goals are more
spread out.
RB: What are some of your goals for this
year?

DH: Even though we lost a lot of seniors
last year, everybody said the same thing at
the beginning of last season, and we came
through and only lost three games. If the
seniors and the underclassmen step up, we
should be more than fine.

DH: Obviously our goal every year is to
win State. We don’t like losing at all—
especially Charlie. So if we lose any game,
it’s not good news. But we definitely want
to win the CBC tournament, which we did,
win the CYC tournament this weekend, try
to win the MCC’s and finish with a State
Championship.

C Soccer
Record: 4-3
Last game: 3-0 win vs. St. Dominic
Key player: Nick Kocisak, 2 goals
Next game: vs. Granite City 9/25

B/C XC
Last meet: Enke Invitational, 2nd place
Key runner: Sophomore Nathan Fox, 6th
place
Next meet: Ed White Warrior Inv. 9/25

DH: Brysan (Duvall) really stepped up this
year. I would say he is the best player in the
city actually.
RB: You said there were a lot of underclassmen this year. How have you seen them learn
the game and become leaders of the team?
DH: Joey Rund and Sam Steurer in the
backfield and Ben Emnett as a forward
have really stepped up. I didn’t expect any
underclassmen to start, and we have three
and sometimes four of them starting.
RB: You have had a bit of a weird start to

see C.O.W., 13

B/C Sports Updates

C Football
Record: 1-5
Last game: 32-12 loss at CBC
Key player: Fullback Charlie Kretschmer
Next game: vs. CBC (D) 9/28
Compiled by Patrick Mulligan, Eric Mueth,
Joe O’Brien
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Whitaker’s
acting life
before SLUH

Nick Fandos
Features Editor
uestion of the Day!”
“
Alone these words are meaningless, but walk into the theater
at the beginning of most periods each day, and this is most likely
exactly what you will hear. In careful diction, with precise articulation, these four words echo off the walls of the F. Joseph Schulte
Theater, quieting each of the young men sitting in the first rows.
They all listen intently. “What is your favorite fabric?”
	One by one students answer, and after each has shared, theater
teacher Kathryn Whitaker will slowly and deliberately formulate her
own answer and chime in. For most students, particularly freshmen,
this is the extent of what they will learn about Whitaker. Upperclassmen may get some insight into Whitaker’s history on the stage, and
those who star in her productions, perhaps more. However, most
students never realize the success that the teacher waiting for them
at the base of the theater each class has had, the roles she has played,
the places she has been and performed, or the things she has read.
After all, for Whitaker, this is a second career, one that only now,
after 13 years, begins to approach her first in length.
Whitaker was offered her first break into the world of professional theater while completing undergraduate work at Memphis
State University in 1983. When a company position became available
at the Round House Theatre in Washington D.C., she was recommended for an audition, and after convincing her father to pay for
a plane ticket, she auditioned and got the job.
Whitaker’s position at the Round House was a full-time company job. One of usually three men and two women, she worked
long days and late nights, acting in between 40 and 50 productions
that each ran for a month during her years at the Round House.
Whitaker explained that shows so close in time forced the actors to
constantly work on more than one role.
“I think that is the trickiest part. If you’re in the middle of
performing a two woman show that has three acts and nine different
costume changes that need your focus and energy ... that’s where
your main focus is,” said Whitaker, comparing it to a sports team
that, while practicing, focuses on a game at the end of the day. “To
walk into rehearsal for the other show, you are obviously committed,
but it makes a big difference once you are on the upside of getting
the next role ready.”
Work at the Round House, rehearsals, and nightly shows occupied most of Whitaker’s time while in Washington.
“When you are not rehearsing or performing, you’re going
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Whitaker as Susan Scott in a 1987 production of Filthy Rich at the Round House.

home and learning lines to be prepared for the next chunk of time
you are working in rehearsal,” said Whitaker, explaining that despite
the strain of the work, professional acting was what she had always
dreamt of. “I was in heaven.”
	Despite her busy schedule, Whitaker found time to do some
work for the Washington Theater Guild, as well as begin teaching
once a week at the Kennedy Center in New York City.
On stage, Whitaker experienced success as well, receiving a
nomination for a regional award—named after the famed female
actor Helen Hayes—for best actress as Sally in the two-woman show
Sally and Marsha, a role that earned Whitaker the title “quintessential country mouse” by the show’s famous playwright Sybille
Pearson.
	Around the same time, she originated the role of Penny in the
production Amber Waves at the Kennedy Center, even touring with
the show in the Midwest.
Whitaker met her future husband, Bill Whitaker, in the Round
House production of Shakespeare’s Two Gentlemen of Verona in
which she played the role of Silvia and he Proteous.
	The couple fell in love and moved to Brooklyn where Bill Whitaker worked producing documentaries, and the pair were married
in Manhattan. Whitaker continued work at the Kennedy Center, but
also began a brief stint recording unabridged books on tape.
Whitaker was successful at the task, narrating numerous novels,
from Little Women to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, but she explained that the
recordings, even for an actor, are not easy.
“If you miss a word—if you mispronounce any word—it will
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but also the only Engluish speakers, surrounded by professional
come back to you on a correction tape,” said Whitaker. “It’s tough, actors from across Latin America.
but it’s also wonderful because you are every character in the book. 	The group performed to large audiences in Buenos Aires and
You have to make subtle adjustments for character, and I quite Córdoba. In Córdoba, they even performed in the historic 17th century Cabildo that housed political prisoners as late as the 1970’s.
enjoyed doing that.”
“We were doing Romeo and Juliet in English, but Shakespeare
Whitaker’s time in New York was short-lived, however. Before
she knew it, she and Bill had decided to return to school to receive is so physical … the audience loved the nurse. She participates in
their Master of Fine Arts degrees. Together they moved to attend the tragedy, but she’s also a comedic foil, and I think that lifted her
Florida Atlantic University and study under four-time Tony Award beyond language barriers,” said Whitaker. “For me it was particularly
winner Zoe Caldwell, with the hopes of one day teaching at the it was a high.”
	The group toured Argentina for a month, participating in crossuniversity level themselves.
“We loved the theater, but there was something quite wonder- cultural exchange programs and visiting schools, and, as Whitaker
ful about the academy to be able to study and research the work,” fondly remembers, “eating beef on boards at midnight. It was pretty
said Whitaker of leaving the stage. “And if I don’t bring in killer marvelous.”
Whitaker and her husbox office results, they’re
band finished their degrees,
not going to shut me down.
and as she was writing her
There’s a real beauty to
final thesis, Bill Whitaker
that.”
was offered a position at
Whitaker’s time at
Washington University,
Florida Atlantic was spent
and the couple moved to St.
preparing to teach her craft.
Louis. Whitaker worked
While this did include
briefly at COCA after the
studying, teaching and
move, but in 1996 she was
writing, as most advanced
hired at St. Louis U. High in
degrees do, it also allowed
conjunction with the openWhitaker another chance
ing of the new theater.
on stage.
Whitaker has spent
“Going back in your
the last 13 years, the lonmid-thirties, when you’re
gest she has ever lived in
the oldest graduate student,
one place, teaching and
is very different. I got to
directing, and constantly
now play the meatiest
calling upon her past sucparts because I was a little
older and had a little more Whitaker with a fake bull in the streets of Argentina while touring as the nurse in Romeo and Juliet. cess.
“I am a practitioner. I practice my craft, and in many ways,
maturity,” said Whitaker, explaining that when she had worked as
an undergraduate she was limited mostly to the role of “the sweet that is the best person to teach you the craft,” said Whitaker. She
acknowledged that while she lacks a background in education,
young thing.”
“What is wonderful about different roles at different times is, observing others and simply experience have helped her.
“The best education is about exchange of energy and communiin part, you are always growing as an actor. If you are working at
your craft, you just get better and stronger,” said Whitaker. “The cation,” said Whitaker. “The most important thing is that we make
more you do and the more you know about the world of the play a connection. Once you establish that, you are open to learning in
and the character, the better you are, the happier you are, and the a very different way.”
Whitaker has had to be open to learning as well. Although a
richer your performance is.”
With age on her side, Whitaker was cast as the nurse in Romeo career on stage has prepared her to share her craft, the high school
and Juliet in her first year. The role of the portly nurse required environment presents a new set of challenges in time and producWhitaker to gain 80 pounds and appear significantly older, but the tion that graduate school could not have prepared her for. But like
production team solved that problem by building a birdseed suit any new role, Whitaker has embraced these new challenges as an
opportunity.
that added the appropriate weight and age to her appearance.
“I had a wonderful acting career. I loved it so much. I never
“It was so much fun to do that kind of transformative acting,”
said Whitaker, but explained that she had to wear the heavy suit would have thought I would be teaching and directing in an all boys
school, and yet I feel like now I have the best of everything,” said
more than she would have liked.
	The production was a success, and the group was invited to Whitaker. “I am creating art with bright young people in a school
perform at the Latin American Theater Festival in Argentina. Whi- that has a spiritual center and a great commitment to service. It
taker and her colleagues were not only the lone university invited, doesn’t get any better than this.”
photo courtesy of Mrs. Kathryn Whitaker
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After 17 years, Plyometrics calls it quits
Adam Cruz
Sports Editor
he year plyometrics began at SLUH, the football team went
undefeated. In the 17 years since then, plyometrics has survived three school principals, four locations, and a revolving
door of coaching staffs of various sports. Sixty-seven separate
starting offensive linemen have labored through its drills. It was
nearly offered as a physical education course. A current professional football player was present nearly every week. And yet,
despite a long line of success, plyometrics will not be run this
year in the after-school training program.
	Almost everyone at SLUH has encountered plyometrics (known
by its participants as plyos) in some way, whether it be a faithful,
weekly approach, or simply seeing ten sweaty overweight football
players jumping in the showers of the locker room. Wrestlers,
football, rugby, track, and basketball players have used it as a way
of getting in shape and training for their season on days the weight
room is not open.
“In almost any sport, the quickness and agility plyos
works on is important,” said senior football player Pat
Williams.
However, interest has declined in the past few years,
so much so that attendance reached lows of two or three
people per day.
	Plyometrics began in the spring of 1992, after football
coach and moderator Mark Tychonievich, along with
head football coach Gary Kornfeld, attended a Wash.
U. clinic where the program was demonstrated, and the
coaches decided to incorporate it.
“At first, plyometrics was not the full hour workout
it is now,” said Tychonievich. “Originally it was jumping
on and off boxes ranging in heights from 14 to 42 inches.”
The first few years, plyometrics was offered during the
school year on Tuesdays and Thursdays, days the weight
room was closed.
In the summer of 1995, plyometrics expanded into a
summer workout offered in the mornings and afternoons
on Mondays and Wednesdays. In the past few years, a
$50 fee was charged.
In its many years, plyometrics has seen a number of
locations. It began in the old gym (now the Commons).
When the old weight room became the football hanger
room, the program moved there so they would not interfere
with basketball or volleyball practices. After the hanger
room was moved to create more lockers, the workouts
bounced around between the new hanger room, outdoors,
and the theater loge before finally settling in the Danis Lobby in its
final year.
	Plyometrics has also seen many different faces participate after
school, both talent and number-wise. Former Washington Redskin
and current NFL Europe player Matt Sinclair, ’04, was a participant
during his time at SLUH, as was talented three-year starter Chris
Hoffman, ’05. Freshman versions of future stars (including current
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Northwestern defensive tackle Niko Mafuli, ‘07) also attempted to
get in shape with the workout.
	Numbers also varied from year to year. “Some years, we had
a ton of kids, some years not so much,” said Tychonievich.
For example, around twenty kids showed up each Tuesday and
Thursday in 1998, prompting a push for plyometrics to join weights
and gym as a physical education credit (the idea was genuine, but
unsuccessful). Yet in other years, especially the last few, Tychonievich
struggled to get the three or four required for the workout.
	Plyometrics has added and subtracted different workouts over
the years to reach its current state. After the addition of the footwork
ladder in 2000, plyometrics followed basically the same format over
its final nine years. It started with 15 minutes of stretching, a routine
found on the Internet by Tychonievich. After everyone was limber
and ready to go, the group left the weight room and headed into
the showers with yellow jump ropes in hand. After a one-minute
warm up and intervals of different techniques, the group went on
their “long jump,” ranging from four to eight minutes.
Photo By Mr. Matt Sciuto

Athletes work on their footwork on the ladder.

“Jumping rope was probably the hardest thing we did,” said
Williams.
After the ropes are put back into the “Plyos Box” (previously
a brown cardboard box of Tychonievich’s, but more recently a
plastic container purchased by Williams) it was on to the footwork
ladder.
	The purple and blue 25-foot ladder allowed the athletes to
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PLYos
(from 9)

on their lateral, vertical, and “speed” steps, increasing in difficulty
as time passed.
	After the ladder was rolled up, the only upper-body portion of
the workout, the medicine balls, began. After chest and over-the-head
passes to partners, the athletes moved into groups of four and six
and tried to throw the ball around as fast and efficiently as possible
for 45 seconds.
“We were always really tired during the rectangle throws, but it
wasn’t all work,” said Williams. “Newbies sometimes would get hit
in the face or other spots when they weren’t reacting fast enough...
it was really funny, as long as it wasn’t you.”
	The last segment of plyometrics varied. On Tuesdays, the group
would go old-school and do box jumps. On Thursdays, the hour-long
workout closed out with squat and tuck jumps.These carefully planned
workouts (over the past few years) have declined in attendance.
Many thought plyometrics would end in the winter and spring of
2008, when Tychonievich’s bout with pancreatic cancer kept him
from being able to oversee the workouts. However, Williams and a
few other then-sophomores ran the program and managed to keep
it alive.
“With T out, plyometrics could have easily gone under,” said
Williams. “But the first few sessions were packed with athletes like
Ronnie Wingo, Morgan Cole, and Cecil Edward, so its popularity
stabilized. Everyone worked well together and wanted to get better at their sports, and we were able to keep it together in Coach’s

absence.”
However, even with Tychonievich’s return, attendance still
dwindled. “Off-season workouts have become an industry of their
own,” said Tychonievich. “It’s rarely used in colleges anymore, so
its popularity has waned, even though it’s still a great workout.”
Williams cited similar issues over the past few years. “New
things like Velocity and personal trainers are becoming better ways
to work out,” he said. “That stuff wasn’t around when plyometrics
first came around.”
However, both Tychonievich and Williams emphasized the
value of plyometrics beyond a purely physical standpoint.
“One of the main reasons I ran plyometrics was to get to know
the kids, and so they could get to know each other. That’s why I
always asked questions about kids’ favorite things—it reveals a
great deal about them,” said Tychonievich.
“We always had something interesting to talk about,” said Williams, naming things like favorite fast food and childhood memories.
“Coach T provided a great counterbalance between working and
conversation.”
	The last plyometrics session took place at the end of July this
summer. After a shortened workout (in which some of the seniors
brought cookies and wore ties), Tychonievich quizzed the players
on the history of plyometrics and gave them cookies and a final
“grade” for the summer.
“Plyometrics went from an innovative workout used by dozens
of football players to a thing of the past,” said Williams. “Every
good thing has to end.”

Les étudiants ont joué une piéce
French students put on a play

Andrew Kastner
Reporter
rench teacher Jennifer Crespin’s senior French classes went to the St.
Louis Language Immersion school on
Papin Street on Tuesday to perform a puppet show of the “The Three Little Pigs” for
the students. The show was performed in
French; the senior classes had been working on it for a week beforehand, rehearsing lines and building the various props
needed to perform.
	Crespin and her husband, a kindergarten
aid at the school, first had the idea for the
performance which provided the seniors with
an opportunity to practice their French and
to give back to the community. From the
audience’s reaction, the performance was a
success.
	The audience for the show consisted of
the students of the St. Louis Language Immersion school, a mix of kindergarteners and
first-graders who not only were able to watch
the performance, but also to play “loto,” a

F

French version of bingo, with the seniors.
	The school itself is based on the concept
of total language immersion. The faculty
speaks only Spanish or French, the two
languages the school offers, from the moment the students arrive. Each classroom
also features one native speaker along with
an American with extensive knowledge of
the language to further the environment of
immersion.
	The two French senior classes each put
on a performance of the show, a script that
Crespin herself wrote, and everyone was
involved in some way of making the show a
success. If being “Men for Others” was not
incentive enough for the seniors, they also
got a week off of homework to focus on the
show.
“I got to focus on my puppet-making
skill, something I can definitely use in the
future. Also, I got to use my wolf voice”,
said Big Bad senior David Kirner, who
played the role of the Wolf in one of the
performances.

	Despite some problems with the senior’s
transportation to the school using SLUH’s
vans (Crespin had to make two separate trips),
the seniors arrived and the shows went off
without any problems.
“I was a little intimidated at first, seeing
as I had only spoken French in a classroom
before,” said senior Anthony Ré, “I thought
the kids would be more fluent than me, but
once I got there I realized it was no big
deal.”
For most the seniors, the opportunity
to give back using what they had learned
the past few years in French classes was
the highlight of the experience. Also, the
show acted as a preview for January, as the
school is a possible location for the senior
service project. The principal of the school
has expressed an interest to meet and talk
with anyone planning on working senior
project at the school.
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is scheduled to start working next week,
depending on weather. They will fill the
most recent sinkhole in the student parking
lot, a four-to-five-day project, according to
Rankin, unless more difficult circumstances
arise during construction.
Byrne and Jones will also open up a ten
foot by ten foot area of the concrete Drury
Plaza to explore the area and determine if a
void is the cause of the depression that has
appeared in the plaza.
	During V2K construction, the school has
encountered nine sinkholes total; three under
the present soccer field during excavation,
two on the soccer field since construction,
one between the soccer and baseball field,
but south of the Drury Plaza, one near the
football field, one just off the right field line
of the present baseball field, and the most
recent hole in the student parking lot.
	According to Quality Testing and Engineering (QTE) technical engineer Jennifer
Delancey, in geotechnical terminology, a
sinkhole occurs when water dissolves rock,
usually limestone, then flows away carrying
the dissolved rock with it. Over time, this
process can create crevices underground
that different sediment layers sink into, a
process called karst formation. Limestone
karst formation creates an underground void
that rises to the surface as upper levels of soil
collapse to fill it.
“It starts in the rock and works its way up
toward the ground level,” said Delancey.
“Sometimes you won’t notice that you
have a sinkhole for a hundred to a thousand
years because of this activity going on …
below, and then all of a sudden, 40 to 50
feet up, it has to depress somewhere,” said
Rankin.
Initial hypotheses included the possibility that the most recent sinkhole might have
resulted from problems with the River Des
Peres conduit tunnel that runs beneath the student parking lot. However, the Metropolitan
Sewer District (MSD) conducted a dye test
in which large amounts of dye were poured
into the sinkhole, then MSD workers checked
inside the conduit for dye leaking in. MSD
found no dye in the conduit and reported the
tunnel itself to be in good condition.
	The River Des Peres used to be an open
channel sewer to which water naturally
drained before the completion of the under-

ground channel in 1933. Former Director of
Facilities Patrick Zarrick said that most of
the sinkholes found before construction was
completed on the southwest side occurred
around the area of the river’s old drainage
gradient. Groundwater naturally flows down
the hill adjacent to the soccer field and joins
up with the river. One possible contributing
factor to the sinkholes is karst formation from
the continued movement of water across the
gradient.
Limestone, however, is not the dominant
sediment on the campus. QTE conducted bore
tests around the Danis Field House site that
entailed both deep bores down to the bedrock
and shallow samplings of the top four inches
of soil. Delancey said that the sediment
around Backer Memorial does contain some
limestone that could cause sinkholes, but in
the area around the Danis Field House, the
limestone was sparse and shale was more
common. According the Director of Facilities
Joe Rankin, most Field House tests showed
no limestone until a depth of 24 feet, within
one foot of the bedrock. However, according to a report on Missouri sinkholes from
the U.S. Geological Survey sinkholes can
also originate in bedrock, and QTE surveys
showed SLUH’s bedrock around the field
house to be largely limestone.
	Another possibility outside of karst
formation, according to Delancey, is that filling rock from various construction projects
“wasn’t compacted well enough,” and the
weight of buildings that used to stand south
of the school building and the weight of the
upper sediments of rock or of pavement
have compacted that filling rock, leaving
sinkhole-like pockets of air underground
that also could rise to the surface.
	Rankin agreed that waste left in the
ground from houses and warehouses that
predated Backer Memorial might have
decomposed to form pockets, but he said
that the whole area was “overexcavated”
and filled in with solid, packed ground to
assuage any such problems.
“It’s on the one hand fascinating, but
on the other hand troubling,” said Zarrick
of the complexity of the problem.
	According to Rankin, QTE tests for the
Danis Field House showed the substrate to
contain both clay and coal, two items that
miners sought beneath campus last century.
Zarrick said that the school had records only
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of vertical mineshafts, not lateral ones, and
Zarrick added that two sinkholes in particular
arouse suspicion about mine collapses as a
sinkhole cause: the most recent sinkhole in
the student parking lot and a larger hole off
the present right field foul pole of the baseball
field, which Rankin said is around 25 feet
away from the parking lot hole. Those two
holes do not lie on the natural River Des
Peres gradient, so they would not have as
much potential for karst formation because of
their lack of groundwater, which “threw (the
groundwater) theory into doubt,” according
to Zarrick.
“There has to be water involved,” said
Delancey. Drainage systems in the parking
lot and Drury Plaza send all surface water
directly to sewers, so absorption into the
ground is effectively zero.
Zarrick said that extensive tests were
conducted before the construction of the
Drury Plaza, baseball field, soccer field,
and student parking lot. In addition to “upwards of 60 borings” like those at the Field
House, Electromagnetic Resonance tests
that work much like human body Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRIs) tried to locate
any voids under the surface, but “the work
was inconclusive,” according to Zarrick.
	Companies gave SLUH several options
with the unclear results from the tests. Zarrick
said that potential solutions “ranged in cost
from hundreds of thousands of dollars to
several million,” but Rankin noted that none
of the proposals guaranteed a solution to the
school’s sinkhole woes. Since most of the
affected area was to become fields, Zarrick’s
team decided to compact the ground as best
they could and deal with future sinkholes
case by case.
Rankin estimated the cost of fixing and
isolated sinkhole as “a little over $100,000
each.” Rankin noted that pinning down the
exact locations of sinkholes eliminates the
guesswork of an earlier solution and provides
more of a sure fix.
“We want to make sure we do it right,”
said Rankin.
	The overall nature of SLUH’s sinkhole
troubles remains uncertain, but Zarrick said
that a few experts had guessed that the problem was “a combination of karst formation
and mine drifts or shafts.”
“It’s mind-boggling,” said Zarrick.
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FIELD HOUSE
(from 1)
Park Forever, will each have representatives
in attendance.
	Additionally, each of the sports that
uses the facility will thank the benefactors
with their presence at the ceremony. The
administration invited the coaches from
the three sports—basketball, volleyball,
and wrestling—to come and bring studentathletes from their teams.
“It’s important for our kids to thank those
who make it possible,” said head wrestling
coach Jon Ott.
Former head wrestling coach Tim Curdt,
stil active in the program, commented on the
importance of the new facility: “To have your
own space, it does a lot. It says (a lot) just
about their own pride in the program,” he
said. “(The wrestlers) don’t feel like they’re
put in some closet somewhere and that they
spend most of their time having to move
mats. It reminds you of the sacrifices that
guys like (current science teacher) Coach

(Bill) Anderson made all those years and
(former history teacher and adviser) Coach
(Jim) Murphy before him.”
	Between 4:45 and 5 p.m., the symphonic
band will play prelude music while guests
arrive outside the Danis Field House. Guests
will park in the Berthold lot and may take
advantage of shuttle service offered by the
Fathers Club. Two vans will run between
the Berthold lot and the Danis Field House
prior to the ceremony.
	The building has been dressed up for
the evening and will feature a gigantic blue
ribbon adorned with a white bow. The side
entrances also have their own blue bows.
	The program, which Laughlin will emcee, will commence at 5 p.m. with an opening
prayer followed by an acknowledgment to
all the builders and contractors delivered
by Ted Hellman, ‘66. Then Tom Danis, ‘65,
will address the audience from the Danis
family’s perspective before the ceremonial
ribbon-cutting and the blessing.

WATCHMEN

GUNN SHOW
(from 4)
terms of what (types of) movies work.”
Gunn also listed a few of his favorite directors, including David Cronenberg, Martin
Scorsese, Sergio Leone, Lukas Moodysson,
and Quentin Tarantino.
“(I came to SLUH) really at a time that
was great for a young filmmaker to go to
school because there were a lot of us here
who were filmmakers,” Gunn said.
“It’s kind of strange that I have such
a background in the movie business (because)…it’s not really something that I knew
I wanted to do with my life,” said Gunn of
his start in filmmaking. He named a creative
writing class that he took at St. Louis University as the turning point that finally steered
him in that direction.
	Gunn’s visit was generally well-received
by the SLUH students in attendence.
“I definitely liked it,” said senior Joe
Zacher. “I expected him to be stranger than
he was, you know, a really quirky guy, but
he actually was an average guy.”
“It was great to see (Gunn) talk because
Mr. Cummings has been kind of letting us
know what he’s been doing” said senior Will

Ralph Houlihan, S.J., and Michael
Marchlewski, S.J., will perform the dedication prayer, which will include “Blessing for
a Building.” The priests will also christen
the building by sprinkling a corner of it with
holy water.
After a closing prayer and the rendition
of the national anthem, attendees will enter
the field house for a reception and tours.
The President’s Ambassadors will lead the
tours and showcase the important features
of the facility. A jazz combo will grace the
atmosphere by performing from the center
of the gym floor.
However, despite the importance of presentation, Laughlin emphasized celebration
and thankfulness as the two main themes of
the evening. He said, “I look at (the Danis
Field House) not just for 2009. It’s going to be
a facility like this one (the Backer Memorial)
has been since 1923 that will have the ability
to help young men here for generations.”

Linhares. “He was a really funny guy and
gave some kind of helpful insights about the
movie business and how he got there.”

INFORMANT!
(from 3)
functionalism straight out of David Mamet.
For the audience, it’s often maddening —our
laughs don’t stop in time to brace our uneasiness, and we’re exhausted by the time the
characters are dealt their final fates.
The Informant! is dense and meddlesome, but it’s also one of the most significant
films of the year. It takes our laughs and
turns them upside down, and makes us feel
cheap just by observing the story. It drives
terrifyingly deep into the nature of greed and
corruption and, ultimately, points a finger at
us. Ultimately, The Informant! sucks us into
American corporate avarice with yucks and
funnies, makes us comfortable and then tears
us down. While it may not be appreciated on
my visceral, escapist level, The Informant!
proves to be one of the best of my Mr. Moran
movies—challenging and frustrating and
very important.

(from 4)
school if our teachers are going to work
together.”
“It’s actually more about the observer,
not the observee … to learn as much about
teaching and the practice of the teacher,”
said Principal John Moran.
	According to Moran, the Instructional
Council has implemented this new program
as the result of a year-long examination of
teacher evaluation.
	Science department chair Bill Anderson
reports that although no faculty observations
have occurred in his department yet, “(the
response to the idea) is positive with a little bit
of apprehension,” he said. “I think as teachers
we’re pretty independent and autonomous,
and it’s different.”
“Teaching can be very isolating,” said
Theology department chair Robert Garavaglia. “(Observations are) a way for us really
to do some reflection on what we do, … to act
as a mirror in our own personal reflection—a
way for the school to structuralize and institutionalize collaborative reflection.”
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the season. You have won the really tough
games and lost a couple games where on
paper you were the better team. How do
you explain that?
DH: I think we are definitely a better
counter-attacking team. When teams come
and try and play with us, we exploit the
space and score goals. I think we are not as
good against teams that try and pack it in
defensively against us, but I guess we need
to learn how to tickle the twine (score) like
we did against CBC.

Futbol
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RB: Do you think teams will start packing
it in and using that against you?

Charlie thought he could do it, and he stepped
up and is our starting center back.

DH: You know, every team is different,
and I think each team’s strategy against us
will vary.

RB: What are the big games coming up on
your schedule?

RB: What do you think the coaches do best
in helping you prepare for games?
DH: Coach Martel and Charlie are really
good motivators. They get some of our players to do stuff I don’t think they can do and
then they step in. For instance, Joey Rund,

DH: We play Duchesne (last night), and if we
win that we play Vianney Friday night. If we
win that we most likely face the ChaminadeCBC winner in the championship game.
RB: Okay, thanks a lot, Dom.
DH: No problem.

(from 5)
going to be the big test for the Jr. Bills, The
Jr. Bills proved that they could compete with
the Crusaders early on. Senior Pat Macauley
continued to show his excellence, netting two
goals in the 4-0 defeat of the Crusaders.
	Monday night, the Soccerbills opened up
the CYC tournament against the Kirkwood
Pioneers, defending it for the fourth time.
“We hope to win it again. It would be
nice win it for a 5th time,” Martel said.
	SLUH proved they were as conditioned
as any high school team out there. The U.
High goaltending and defense played a
lights-out game, continuing to show their
excellence against the top high school teams.
Notable goals were junior Brian Bement’s
header and senior Joe Bettger’s breakaway
goal.
	After the Tuesday game got moved to

Thursday, the Futbolbills went up against
the St. Mary’s Dragons, the other contender
in SLUH’s pool. SLUH once again showed
their dominance, as Dominic Hewitt scored
off numerous rebounds from a corner. Hewitt
was injured after going for a header. He stayed
in the game with a minor cut in his mouth.
	The Varsitybills controlled the pace of
the game with lots of play in the middle and
piled on the scoring chances in waves, and
halfway through the half, Macauley notched
another goal on a cross from Bettger.
	After a scoring chance from the Dragons,
the Soccerbills mounted a counter-attack.
Junior Rob Carr carried the ball down the
line, made a great cross to Hewitt, who put
the ball in the bottom left corner on his
second shot. SLUH went into the half with
a 3-0 lead
	The second half was more even, as St.

Mary’s kept the Jr. Bills at bay. They capitalized on their chances early on. Junior goalie
Andrew Evola stopped the ball early on. But
the Dragon offense pounced on the ball, and
cut the SLUH lead down to 3-1.
But after fighting for position in the
middle, SLUH got another break. With under
15 minutes left in the half, Bement took a
headmanned pass for a breakaway. He found
twine over the goalie’s left shoulder, and
SLUH cruised to a 4-1 win.
“I’m amazed at our ability to score goals.
It’s been beyond our expectations,” Martel
said.
	SLUH played Duchesne last night and
will compete in the semifinals against the
winner of Bracket D in the CYC tourney on
Friday. They will then play Duchesne again,
this time at Duchesne.

(from 5)
“Mitch and I are working pretty good
(together), and our timing is good too,” said
McDonagh in reference to the chemistry he
has with his fellow sophomore.
In the second half, SLUH’s game plan
was to take as much time off the clock as
possible, continuously handing the ball off
to Lan Sansone, who had a whopping 36
carries for 137 yards.
	Though Vashon ended up scoring midway through the third quarter on a Fowles’
sneak, the Wolverines couldn’t prevent the
inevitable.
“The defense played very well as a

unit,” said sophomore linebacker Stefan
Sansone. “The pass rush did well too, and
Collum got two picks he’s been dreaming
about since sophomore year.”
The Hungrybills finished off the scoring when McDonagh found senior fullback
Brendan Graczack for an eight-yard touchdown at the end of the third quarter, giving
SLUH the 24-point lead it held for the rest
of the game.
	Once again the defense was the story
of the game, with Joey “Big Game” Gorla
and Stefan Sansone leading the way with 3
sacks and 9 tackles, respectively.
	Defensive coordinator Mark Tycho-

neivich was pleased with the defense’s
play, despite allowing Fowles to throw for
334 yards. “The D-line played very well at
times,” said Tychoneivich. “That quarterback was a real athletic kid who completed
about 60 percent of his passes.”
Up next for SLUH are the CBC Cadets,
who took a gruesome beating 43-0 at the
hands of DeSmet last week. If the Impossibleisnothingbills can pull out this one, it
will put them in a very good position in the
MCC, since the Spartans are the only team
unbeaten in conference play. Game time is
7:00 tonight at SLUH.

Gridiron
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Run Forrest
(from 6)
vitational at the treacherous Sioux Passage
Park in North County. After working through
several tough workouts in preparation for
Saturday’s race, senior Ben Ford claimed
that his biceps were “nearly the size of Tim
McLaughlin’s warm personality.”
Ford took advantage of the course’s
many hills finishing first for SLUH and 15th
overall with an incredible time of 18:06. “I
was having breathing problems coming into
it, so I was trying to focus on my breathing
and just staying relaxed. I tried to keep the
same pace on the hills, stay up, and not really
lose any places on the hills and try to really
move it after them,” said Ford.
	Senior Charlie Stoltze also took home
a medal, placing 18th. Stoltze was followed
by seniors Will Bufe, Casey Fitzgerald, and
Ted Varty, who wrapped up SLUH’s scoring
at 162, which was good enough to push the
team into 4th place.
	Senior Brian Lickenbrock and junior
Nick Herrmann finished 6th and 7th, respectively, for the U. High, both putting
together very respectable times at a course
that was recently ranked in the top ten most
difficult cross country courses in the country. “Someone once said that war is hell,”
remarked senior Caleb Ford. “Well, they’ve
never been to Sioux Passage.”
	Caleb and other members of SLUH’s top
seven spent Saturday running one of their
toughest workouts of the season in preparation for Rim Rock. Senior Tim McLaughlin
looks to the race as an opportunity to improve.
“Last year was a real challenge for me be-
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cause I had a hard time sticking with the top
guys. This time I really hope to make it my
own course. Bill Franey is my inspiration,”
McLaughlin said.
	McLaughlin underwent a haircut last
week that has contributed to some of the
uncertainty he feels going into tomorrow’s
race in Lawrence. “I’m kind of scared…as
Mr. Hussung told me last year, I’m kind of
like Samson. When I shed my hair it’s kind
of like shedding my strength. I had one of
my worst races last year right after a fresh
haircut, so I hope that won’t impede my
racing ability,” said McLaughlin.
	Rim Rock will provide a concrete test
to see if the cross country program truly is
one of the best teams in the region. Senior
captain Bill Gabler is excited for the opportunity. “I think the coaches have prepared
us very well. I’ve heard Liberty is going to
be tough. But overall, I think it should be a
spectacular day,” said Gabler.
	Rim Rock will also feature SLUH’s
second seven, which will be taking part in
the JV race. Nathan Rubbelke expects great
things. “There’s a chance we could sweep
the top seven in the JV race. It’ll be exciting
to go against other teams from other states.
It’ll be good competition, good fun, good
cross country,” said Rubbelke.
	The third seven will be running in the
Ed White Warrior Classic this afternoon at
the flat, favorable Arnold City Park course at
4:30. And tomorrow morning on the plains
of Kansas, the top 14 will embark on a quest
for Rim Rock glory.

This Week in SLUH Sports
History

If there were one word that would describe the performance of the cross
country team’s performance at the Mizzou challenge last Saturday, it would
be “dominance.”
        The varsity team, which only scored 38 points in the meet, suggested
a team to be reckoned with in the state cross country meet in early November.
-Pat Meek, “XC lets tigers roar at Mizzou and McCluer”
September 20, 2002 (Volume 67, Issue 4)
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Soccer Nightbeat
The St. Louis U. High soccer team faced
off against Duchesne in the third game of
the CYC tournament, beating the Pioneers
5-1. Sloppy conditions made for tough ball
movement, but the Jr. Bill offense continued
its hot streak. Five Jr. Bills scored in a game
that was dominated all night by SLUH. The
Martelbills face Vianney, whom they tied 2-2
in the CBC tourney, in the semifinals of the
CYC tourney tomorrow night.
-Reporting by Jacob Born and
Rob Bertucci
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ADMIN FORUM Hellwig
(from 2)
	Another student asked about the switch
to Zimbra and what Moran thought of it.
“I think it’s fantastic,” said Moran. “It’s
a good, integrated system.” Moran addressed
the e-mail system as similar to Microsoft
Outlook with calendar, mail and address
book all in one place. Moran noted that it
was good practice for college, saying, “(You
are) going to have to check school e-mail
regularly (in college).”
	Also, after a senior’s question, Moran
said that students’ Zimbra accounts will be
terminated after graduation, though details
were unclear.

INT’L SOCCER

(from 3)
tional violence from spreading into physical
violence. If they are given the basic human
rights that all people deserve, then it will show
people who support homosexual matrimony
that even with the objections of some in our
community, we still respect homosexuals as
people and as members of our community.
This will legitimize our arguments in the
wider community and open the way for a
deeper understanding of homosexuality in
our society.
	Another issue that we can rally around is
the quest towards nonviolence. Jesus explicitly spoke out against all forms of violence
and instead called on us to beat our swords
into plowshares and work with and love our
enemies. Despite this, it is unreasonable to

(from 4)
Clark.
	Regarding his reaction to how the club has worked so far, Clark
said, “Outstanding, we have over 120 active members and 190 signed
up. I get more (requests to join) every day.”
	Senior Tim Wilmes, an Everton supporter, said, “So far it’s been
a big success, not only within one class, but with lots of people in
general. It’s a good way for people to get together and have a good
time.”
	Sophomore Tommy Behr echoed those sentiments, saying, “I
think it’s a great idea. I have been wanting a club like this since
my freshman year. I also think that Mr. Clark is doing a great job
organizing everything.”
	Anyone interested in signing up for the International Soccer
Club can find forms on the door of Clark’s office. Team selection
is no laughing matter. “You have to stick with your team no matter
what” said Clark before breaking into a chant for his team, Tottenham
Hotspur FC.
	Clark sends out all information for the club via Zimbra and
also plans on having members communicate or blog about their
respective teams through the Internet.

Corrections and Amplifications

-Issues one through three incorrectly showed the Prep News volume as
being LXXIX, meaning 79. The Prep News is actually in its 74th volume,
and the numerals should have read LXXIV. The Prep News apologizes
for this error.
-In the issue two article “Sinkhole surfaces in student parking lot,” alumnus
Britt Taulbee’s, ‘90, name was misspelled in a typographical error.
-The caption under the photograph accompanying the cross country article
indicated that senior Nick Seckfort was on his way to finishing the race.
Seckfort suffered a stress fracture in his ankle and was unable to finish
the race.
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expect the United States military to suddenly
lay down their weapons and start solving
its problems in a more constructive way.
Nonetheless, we can insist that our leaders
use nonviolent techniques early in conflicts
so as to avoid the escalation of conflicts into
wars. In addition, in our community, we can
work to promote nonviolence in our own
lives through practice and prayer, and in the
lives of those around us by leading through
example and reminding people when they
resort back to violence. Cooperating with
other citizens and Christians despite their
views not only helps our country, but also
helps our faith.
Luke Hellwig, ‘11
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by Patrick O’Leary
Friday, September 25
Schedule R
CSP Food Drive
Kairos Retreat
Latin Club Officer Elections AP
Jr. Bashball Intramurals:
	Campion vs. Currigan (Game 1)
	Dunn vs. Hagan (Game 2)
Loyola vs. Murphy (Game 3)
College Rep Visits:
	Boston College-M110
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Universtiy of Notre Dame 12:45pm
Indiana University 1:45pm
FB vs. CBC 7pm
SOC @ CYC Tourney
XC (V, JV) @ Ed White Warrior Inv. 4pm
C SOC vs. Granite City 4:30pm
Danis Fieldhouse Dedication 5pm
Class of ’74 Reunion 5pm
AP Snack—Fiestadas
Lunch: Special—Chicken Rings
Healthy—Roast Beef
Saturday, September 26
XC (V, JV) @ Rim Rock Inv.
SWIM @ DeSmet Inv. 2pm
Sunday, September 27
KEEN 12:30pm
Monday, September 28
Schedule R
Sr. Class Meeting AP
So. Bashball Intramurals:
	Campion vs. Currigan (Game 1)
	Dunn vs. Hagan (Game 2)

Calendar

Loyola vs. Murphy (Game 3)
JV FB vs. CBC 6pm
D FB vs. CBC 4:30pm
AP Snack—Cookies
Lunch: Special—Philly Cheese Steak
Healthy—Sweet & Sour Chicken
Tuesday, September 29
Schedule R
Fr. Advisement AP
So. Bashball Intramurals:
	Sheehan vs. Xavier (Game 4)
	Backer vs. Game 1 Winner (Game 5)
Regis vs. Game 3 Winner (Game 6)
College Rep Visits:
	University of Missouri-St. Louis		M108
	University of Tulsa-M110
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Rice University 8:30am
SOC @ Duchesne 6pm
B SOC @ Duchesne 4pm
C SOC @ Duchesne 4pm
AP Snack—Mini Burritos
Lunch: Special—Pizza
Healthy—“Boat Load”
Wednesday, September 30
Schedule R
Fr. English Tutorial AP
Sr. Bashball Intramurals:
	Campion vs. Currigan (Game 1)
	Dunn vs. Hagan (Game 2)
Loyola vs. Murphy (Game 3)
Misson Mexico Meeting AP @215c
College Rep Visits:
	Tufts University-M110
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Sept. 25 - Oct. 2
AP Snack—Garlic Bread
Lunch: Special—Chicken Strips
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli
Thursday, October 1
Schedule R
Sr. Class Mass
Jr. Bashball Intramurals:
	Sheehan vs. Xavier (Game 4)
	Backer vs. Game 1 Winner (Game 5)
Regis vs. Game 3 Winner (Game 6)
College Rep Visits:
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Davidson College 8:30am
	Babson College 9am
	Georgetown University 12;45pm
Illinois Wesleyan University 12:45pm
SWIM @ Ft. Zumwalt West 3:30pm
C FB vs. Vianney 4:30pm
C SOC @ CBC 4:15pm
Dauphin Players’ Production 7:30pm
Dr. Michael Thompson Visit 6pm @Com
mons
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch: Special—Meatball Sandwich
Healthy—Sweet & Sour Chicken
	Skewer
Friday, October 2
No Classes
FB @ Vianney 7pm
XC (V, JV) @Jorgenson Memorial Inv.
4pm
JV SOC @ CBC 4:15pm
Class of ’54 Reunion 5pm

National Merit Seminfinalists

David Ball
Matt Bettonville
James Butler
Luke Chellis
Patrick Creedon
Andrew Danter
Patrick Jerry
Eric Lewis

Ben Minden-Birkenmaier
Patrick Nacanaynay
Jack Newsham
Alexander Paino
Daniel Pike
Richard Pisoni
Frank Schumacher
Edward Varty

